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Electronics that flex and stretch, behaving much like skin, have 
been developing quickly and showing potential to significantly 
impact our daily life1–3. Stretchable semiconducting materials 

are crucial for enabling such electronics. Intrinsic stretchability can 
provide a number of advantages, including high device density, high 
data fidelity through near-sensor processing, excellent mechanical 
robustness and scalable fabrication4. Much progress has been made 
in understanding the structure–property relationships for stretch-
able materials5,6. However, the current state-of-art mobility from 
stretchable semiconductors can only satisfy the requirements for 
very limited electronic functionalities7. Approaches that achieve 
high electrical performance while maintaining good mechanical 
stretchability remain rare.

Current strategies for high-performance stretchable conjugated 
polymers are developed mainly on the basis of three categories: 
(1) tailoring the chemical structure by introducing either soft seg-
ments to increase polymer chain flexibility or dynamic interactions 
to dissipate the applied strain energy8,9, (2) increasing the ductil-
ity of polymer chains by introducing a nanoconfinement effect to 
enhance chain dynamics and suppress the growth of large crys-
tallites10,11 and (3) engineering the geometry of materials through 
strain-engineering designs12,13. Common among these strategies, 
the deposition of the polymer films is usually based on spin coating,  

which tends to give a disordered and isotropic morphology. 
However, efficient charge transport favours ordered structures 
across multiple length scales from the single-chain conformation 
to the macroscale alignment. At the single-chain level, intrachain 
transport can be improved by reducing kinks and bending, which 
can extend π-electron delocalization along the backbone14. At the 
nano- to mesoscale, the interchain charge hopping through the 
overlapping of π-orbitals can be facilitated by forming short-range 
ordered polymer aggregates15. At the macroscale, the overall charge 
transport across device channels can be boosted by further aligning 
polymer chains and aggregations throughout the entire film16.

In this work, we develop a solution-shearing method using a 
blade with line structures, and demonstrate the combination of this 
solution-shearing method with the nanoconfinement effect (Fig. 1a),  
so as to achieve both structural ordering across the molecular, 
meso- and macroscales for simultaneous substantially improved 
electrical performance and enhanced polymer chain dynamics 
for mechanical stretchability. Benefiting from multi-scale struc-
tural ordering, energetic disorder was reduced, resulting in better 
π-electron delocalization and therefore reduced activation energy 
for charge transport. This method has been applied to the fabrica-
tion of stretchable semiconducting films from five different con-
jugated polymers, which all showed major improvements to their 
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Fig. 1 | Achieving multiple length scale ordering of conjugated polymers in stretchable semiconductors through a combination of the patterned-
blade solution-shearing method and the nanoconfinement effect. a, Three-dimensional schematic representing alignment of polymer semiconductor 
nanofibres through the solution-shearing method using a microtrench-patterned blade. b, Calculated three- (top) and two-dimensional (bottom) velocity 
fields (streamline representation) of the solution between the coating blade and the substrate. The simulated printing speed is 3 mm s−1. c, Scanning 
electron microscopy image of a microtrench-patterned blade. The height and width of the trench are 20 μm and 5 μm, respectively. The gap between 
the repeating units is 10 μm. d, Chemical structures of the semiconducting polymer DPPDTSE and the SEBS elastomer (weight ratio: 12/88). e, Polarized 
optical microscopy images of an SS-neat DPPDTSE film and an SS-CONPHINE film (trench). The orientation of the cross-polarizers is shown as arrows, 
and the white arrows indicate the coating direction. f, AFM phase images of the bottom surfaces of an SC-CONPHINE film and an SS-CONPHINE film 
(trench). g, GIXD images (left) of the SS-CONPHINE film (trench), with the incident beam oriented parallel (0°) and perpendicular (90°) to the coating 
direction. The dashed boxes highlight the in-plane π–π stacking peaks. The right-hand plot is the intensity line cuts for the SS-CONPHINE film (trench) 
along the Qxy axis, with the incident beam oriented at different angles with respect to the shearing direction. h, Absorption spectra of polarized ultraviolet–
visible spectroscopy from SS-CONPHINE film (trench) (solution concentration 30 mg ml−1, substrate temperature 50 °C, blade movement speed 3 mm s−1). 
The inset shows the angles between the shearing direction and the axis of the polarizer. The dashed curve is the absorption spectra of the SC-neat 
DPPDTSE film with the intensity normalized for comparison. i, Optical microscope images of a neat semiconductor film and an SS-CONPHINE film under 
100% strain along the shearing direction; j, AFM phase images showing the nanoscale morphology of the SS-CONPHINE films under 100% strain both 
parallel and perpendicular to the shearing direction.
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charge carrier mobilities by up to sixfold when compared with 
their spin-coated (SC) counterparts. The fabricated fully stretch-
able transistors gave an average initial mobility of 1.5 cm2 V s−1, 
which changed minimally under stretching up to 100% strain. 
Furthermore, we extended this method to roll-to-roll printing for 
the large-scale fabrication of stretchable semiconducting films with 
desired chain alignment and therefore high performance.

Achieving multi-scale morphological ordering together with 
mechanical stretchability in a solution-printed semiconducting 
film relies on two key factors: (1) generating a strong unidirectional 
flow field for alignment of polymer chains, and (2) ‘freezing’ the 
polymer alignment while achieving good stretchability. Inspired 
by the microchannel design for DNA stretching17, a coating blade 
with micro-trenches was designed to effectively generate an inten-
sive unidirectional flow field to align and elongate polymer chains 
in the solution beneath the blade (Fig. 1b,c; Supplementary Figs. 1 
and 2 describe in more detail the simulation results and rationales 
for the blade design). However, it remains challenging to prevent 
chain relaxation from the extended conformation and aligned ori-
entation during film drying. Although this challenge has been con-
quered by pre-engineering the substrates into specific designs (for 
example nanogrooves18, dynamic templates19) or directional coat-
ing of pregrown nanowires/nanofibres20,21, the rough morphology 
and/or high crystallinity of the resulting films are unfavourable for 
realizing high stretchability. Here, we hypothesize that, during the 
drying process, conjugated-polymer nanofibril structures formed 
from conjugated-polymer/elastomer phase separation may confine 
the conjugated-polymer chains with an extended chain conforma-
tion. Moreover, the relaxation of these larger aligned nanofibres in 
the elastomer matrix when compared with that of a single polymer 
chain should be much slower kinetically at timescales relevant to 
drying. Additionally, the nanoconfinement introduced during this 
shear coating deposition may achieve improved stretchability10.  
Indeed, we show that, under optimized solution-shearing conditions, 
semiconducting polymer films with aligned nanoconfined mor-
phology could be fabricated through the conjugated-polymer/elas-
tomer phase-separation-induced elasticity (termed CONPHINE) 
methodology, which achieves morphological ordering at multiple 
length scales in a single coating step. Moreover, the enhanced  
chain dynamics and the suppressed crystallization from the nano-
confinement effect serve to greatly improve the stretchability of the 
conjugated polymers10.

Achieving multi-scale ordering
A high-mobility semiconducting polymer, poly-[2,5-bis(7-decy-
lnonadecyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-(2 H,5 H)-dione-(E)-(1,2-
bis(5-(thiophen-2-yl)selenophen-2-yl)ethene) (DPPDTSE)22, and 
a soft elastomer, polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-
block-polystyrene (SEBS), were chosen as the two components 
in the CONPHINE film to demonstrate the concept (Fig. 1d). 
With a lower weight percentage of DPPDTSE, thinner nanofi-
bres were obtained in the SC-CONPHINE film, reaching a fibre 
diameter around 30 nm at 30 wt% DPPDTSE as shown by atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) phase images (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
Previous work found that conjugated-polymer chains can be con-
fined along the axis of the nanofibres with such dimensions23. In 
order to maximize the macroscopic alignment in the CONPHINE 
films, it is crucial to use high shear stress to prealign the polymer 
chains before drying and to minimize the drying time to ‘freeze in’ 
the aligned orientation of the phase-separated nanofibrils. On the 
basis of these requirements, we optimized the solution-shearing 
process by altering the following parameters: solution concentra-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 4), shear speed (Supplementary Fig. 5) 
and temperature (Supplementary Fig. 6). The optimal conditions 
were determined to be 30 mg ml−1, 3 mm s−1 and 50 °C by charac-
terization of the alignment through dichroic ratios (that is the ratio 

between the absorption intensity parallel to the alignment direc-
tion and that perpendicular to the alignment direction using polar-
ized ultraviolet–visible absorption spectroscopy, Fig. 1h). Detailed 
analysis is provided in Supplementary Section 2. During solution 
shearing, the phase-separation process during the drying of the 
conjugated-polymer/elastomer solution is complicated24, as it is 
influenced not only by the Flory–Huggins interaction parameters, 
solubility and surface energy, but also by the crystallization and 
aggregation kinetics. Understanding of the process will provide 
insights towards further improvement of both charge transport 
and mechanical properties. However, it is beyond the scope of the 
current study.

We first provide an in-depth morphological characterization 
of the optimized solution-sheared (SS)-CONPHINE film (solu-
tion concentration 30 mg ml−1, sheared at 50 °C with a speed of 
3 mm s−1 by the microtrench blade) and clearly demonstrate the 
achieved multi-scale ordering. Cross-polarized optical microscopy, 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and AFM characteriza-
tion were employed to investigate the details of the film morphol-
ogy, particularly qualitative long-range ordering at the macroscale. 
Cross-polarized optical microscopy showed nearly complete light 
extinction and uniform light re-emergence on rotation of the 
SS-CONPHINE film with respect to the polarizer from 0° to 45° 
to the shearing direction, indicating that long-range ordering of 
the polymer backbones along the coating direction was achieved 
(Fig. 1e). However, in the SS-neat DPPDTSE film, which does not 
have nanoconfined fibres (Supplementary Fig. 7), there was no 
clear optical anisotropy observed (Fig. 1e). As revealed by XPS, 
the SS-CONPHINE film formed a trilayer structure with the con-
jugated polymer mainly occupying the top and bottom interfaces 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). From AFM phase images, aligned nanofibres 
along the shearing direction were observed on the bottom interface 
of the SS-CONPHINE film (Fig. 1f), while the SC-CONPHINE film 
exhibited a randomly oriented nanofibre network. The nanofibres 
on the top surface of the SS-CONPHINE film exhibited slightly less 
ordering (Supplementary Fig. 8B), which may be attributed to the 
solvent-evaporation-induced flows on the surface of the liquid layer. 
At the meso- to molecular scales, grazing incidence X-ray diffrac-
tion (GIXD) measurements were applied to investigate the ordering 
of the crystalline regions, and ultraviolet–visible absorption spectra 
were used to characterize the level of short-range ordering (aggre-
gation) and the conformation of the DPPDTSE polymer chain 
in aligned nanofibres. From the GIXD measurements (Fig. 1g),  
a much more intense edge-on π–π stacking peak along the film 
coating direction parallel to the incident beam was observed in 
the SS-CONPHINE film when compared with the perpendicu-
lar direction, indicating the orientational order of the crystalline 
regions. However, this morphological anisotropy was not observed 
in either the SS-neat DPPDTSE film or the SC-CONPHINE film 
(Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10). The ultraviolet–visible spectra of 
the SS-CONPHINE films showed a substantial increase in the ratio 
between the 0–0/0–1 peaks and a clear redshift of the 0–0 peak from 
830 nm to 840 nm (Fig. 1h), as compared with the neat DPPDTSE 
film. This indicates an increase in short-range ordering (aggrega-
tion), as well as possibly improved chain planarization and linear-
ity under one-dimensional confinement. Additionally, a maximum 
absorption intensity was observed when the polarization of the inci-
dent light was parallel to the coating direction, which is the same as 
the alignment direction for the observed nanofibres (Fig. 1h). Since 
the transition dipole moments for most donor–acceptor conjugated 
polymers tend to be oriented parallel to the polymer backbone25,26, 
this measured optical anisotropy reveals that the DPPDTSE poly-
mer chain is aligned along the nanofibre in the SS-CONPHINE 
film, which is consistent with the observations from GIXD that the 
π–π stacking direction orientated perpendicularly to the alignment 
direction of the nanofibres.
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The other important benefit of nanoconfinement, in this 
anisotropically aligned nanofibre morphology, is the substantially 
enhanced stretchability of DPPDTSE owing to enhanced chain 
dynamics and suppressed large crystal growth of the conjugated 
polymers10. Additionally, crack propagation was inhibited by the 
deformable interfaces formed with the elastomer SEBS matrix10. 
Figure 1i shows that the aligned CONPHINE film can be stretched 
to 100% strain in the directions both parallel and perpendicular to 
the shearing direction without resulting in any cracks even at the 
nanoscale as characterized by AFM (Fig. 1j), while the neat film 
showed large cracks (width around 10 μm) at 100% strain.

Transistor performance
With both improved conformational order and morphological 
alignment, organic thin-film transistors (TFTs)fabricated using 
our SS-CONPHINE films exhibited substantially improved per-
formance in the initial strain-free state. The semiconducting films 
were directly deposited (SS or SC) on top of a rigid device stack 
(40 nm Au as source and drain electrodes on octadecyltrichlo-
rosilane (OTS)-modified 300 nm SiO2/Si, Fig. 2a,b) to achieve the 
bottom-gate, bottom-contact device structure. A typical transfer 

curve in the saturation regime exhibited a double-slope character-
istic with a downward bend at higher gate voltages, which is likely 
to arise from contact resistance effects (Supplementary Fig. 11)  
and carrier trapping27–30. Correspondingly, we calculated satura-
tion mobility values in regions of both low and high gate voltage 
(VG, Supplementary Fig. 12A). Linear-regime mobility is also listed 
since it is less prone to erroneous mobility extraction28. To under-
stand how the changes in the observed morphology impact the 
transistor performance, we first compared the transistor charac-
teristics of the SC-neat DPPDTSE film (~130 nm) with those of the 
SC-CONPHINE film. Both the on-currents and estimated charge 
carrier mobilities from the SC-CONPHINE films using three 
methods (that is, saturation mobility in the high-VG regime, satu-
ration mobility in the low-VG regime and linear-regime mobility)  
consistently increased by around 50% when compared with those 
of the neat films (Fig. 2c(left),d), suggesting that the extended 
DPPDTSE chain conformation and promoted DPPDTSE aggrega-
tion from spatial nanoconfinement are beneficial for charge trans-
port. Next, the transistor characteristics of the SS-CONPHINE 
films were investigated. From the CONPHINE film sheared just 
using an unstructured (flat) blade, much higher on-current and 
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charge carrier mobilities were already observed when compared 
with the SS-neat film (flat), indicating that polymer chain align-
ment improved the charge transport in the nanoconfined mor-
phology (Fig. 2c(middle),d). As a comparison, in SS-DPPDTSE 
neat films, less improvement was observed due to the low degree 
of alignment without spatial nanoconfinement. Finally, with the 
structured shearing blades (micropillar and microtrench shaped) 
at the optimized shearing conditions, the transistor performance 
was further improved, which can be attributed to the enhanced 

degree of alignment (Supplementary Fig. 1E) on the basis of the 
positive correlation observed between alignment and on-currents 
(Supplementary Fig. 13). Using the microtrench-structured blade 
to fabricate SS-CONPHINE resulted in the highest on-current 
and linear mobility, which was around twice the linear mobility 
of the SC-CONPHINE film and three times the linear mobility of 
the SC-neat DPPDTSE film (Fig. 2c(right),d). Figure 2e shows a 
typical output characteristic from the device fabricated using an 
SS-CONPHINE film with a microtrench-patterned blade.
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To evaluate the generality of this approach on different con-
jugated polymers for fabricating high-performance stretchable 
semiconductors, it was further applied to four other conjugated 
polymers (Supplementary Fig. 14). Highly aligned nanoconfined 
morphologies were again achieved from all of these polymers, with 
their stretchability greatly improved (no cracks observed up to 100% 
strain, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 15). Benefiting from such 
multi-scale morphological ordering, the on-currents from these SS 
films exceed those of their SC counterparts by around two- to six-
fold (Supplementary Fig. 16).

understanding the morphology–transport relationship
To understand the link between the observed morphology and 
improved transistor performance, we further investigated the 
bandgap and transport activation energy (EA) of the SC-neat, 
SC-CONPHINE and SS-CONPHINE films. As an important param-
eter representing the energetic disorder in conjugated polymers due 
to variations in backbone conformation and aggregation states, the 
optical and electrochemical bandgap energies of DPPDTSE in these 
three films were extracted from ultraviolet–visible spectra (Fig. 3a) 
and cyclic voltammetry measurements (Supplementary Fig. 17), 
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respectively. When compared with the neat film, DPPDTSE under 
spatial nanoconfinement exhibited a much lower bandgap energy 
(Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 17), indicating better π-electron 
delocalization. This can be explained by the increased effective con-
jugation and/or more short-range aggregation due to the extended 
chain conformation under confinement. However, little differ-
ence between the spectra of SC- and SS-CONPHINE films was 
observed, indicating that the macroscale alignment of nanofibres 
did not change the bandgap energy. In order to more directly reflect 
the influence on charge carrier mobility, we next measured the EA 
of charge transport in these semiconducting films31. The EA can 
be extracted from temperature-dependent mobility (μ) measure-
ments using the Arrhenius relation, μ ∝ − ∕E kTexp( )A , where k is 
the Boltzmann constant and μ values were measured in the linear 
regime under low drain–source voltage (Supplementary Fig. 18). As 
shown in Fig. 3b, the SC-CONPHINE film exhibited a substantially 
lower EA value than the neat film, which serves as one of the explana-
tions for the higher observed charge carrier mobility. Moreover, in 
the SS-CONPHINE films (fabricated with flat-, pillar- and trench-
structured blades, Supplementary Fig. 19), the alignment of nano-
fibres achieved may further reduce the morphological boundaries 
that are unfavourable for charge transport, leading to the lowest EA 
and therefore the highest charge carrier mobility in the best aligned 
SS-CONPHINE film (trench blade).

Electrical performance of stretchable transistors
For evaluation of the electrical performance under strain, the 
SS-CONPHINE film was used to fabricate fully stretchable transis-
tors in the bottom-gate, bottom-contact configuration, with carbon 
nanotube (CNT) networks defining the charge transport channels 
along the shearing direction, and SEBS as both the dielectric layer 
and the stretchable substrate (Fig. 4a). The fully stretchable TFT 
exhibits nearly ideal transistor characteristics, reaching an average 
mobility of 1.50 cm2 V−1 s−1 (rsat = 84%, Supplementary Fig. 21) from 
20 devices with relatively small variance (Fig. 4b–d). Here, the lower 
mobilities when compared with those from semiconducting films 
directly deposited on Si/SiO2 are due to deteriorated interface qual-
ity caused by the film transfer process during fabrication, as well as 
a higher contact resistance from CNT electrodes when compared 
with Au10,19. When stretched to 100% strain along the charge trans-
port direction, the mobility remains almost the same (Fig. 4e and 
Supplementary Fig. 22A), with only a slight drop in the on-current 
as a result of the increased channel length under stretching. When 
the stretching is perpendicular to the charge transport direction, the 
combined effect of the slight decrease in mobility and the device 
geometric change makes the transfer curve very stable under strain 
up to 100% (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 22B). Furthermore, this 
fully stretchable TFT exhibits a good robustness with stable device 
performance over 1,000 repeated stretching cycles (at four cycles 
per second) to 50% strain (Fig. 4g and Supplementary Figs. 22C and 
D). As a comparison, the strain effects on the mobilities (rsat pro-
vided in Supplementary Table 4) from the SC-neat DPPDTSE film 
and SS-CONPHINE film are provided in Supplementary Figs. 23 
and 24, respectively.

Roll-to-roll fabrication of aligned CONPHiNE film
We further extended this method for multi-scale morphology con-
trol to an industrially relevant roll-to-roll coating process to fab-
ricate high-performance, stretchable semiconducting films metres 
in length, with a high coating speed of 1/6 m min−1 (Fig. 5a,c, 
Supplementary Movie 1). The consumption of conjugated polymer 
is estimated to be only about 0.02 g m−2. A polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) roll was used as the printing substrate. In order to release the 
printed semiconducting film from the PET substrate for electrical 
and mechanical testing, a water-soluble sacrificial layer (Dextran) 
was printed prior to the printing of the aligned CONPHINE film 

(Fig. 5b). As revealed by AFM phase images and XPS characteriza-
tion, the print-aligned CONPHINE film showed a bilayer structure 
with the aligned network of nanofibril conjugated polymer on its 
top surface (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Fig. 25). The uniformity of 
the printed film was examined using ultraviolet–visible absorption 
spectroscopy and AFM on three randomly chosen regions, all of 
which had similar spectra with nearly identical dichroic ratios and 
similar morphologies (Fig. 5d,e and Supplementary Fig. 26). On the 
large scale, as characterized by the absorption intensity of the film, 
the thickness variation over the metre-long continuously coated 
film was less than 8% (Fig. 5f and Supplementary Fig. 27). This 
printed CONPHINE film also exhibited both high stretchability 
and good electrical performance (Fig. 5g,h, Supplementary Fig. 28 
and Table 5). Compared with that of the small-area SS-CONPHINE 
film, the reduction in electrical performance here is attributed to 
the lower degree of overall alignment (the dichroic ratio is 1.4 here 
as compared with 1.7 from the small-area SS-CONPHINE film) 
and the rougher surface of the PET substrate when compared with 
Si/SiOx (with averaged surface roughness of 9.5 nm versus 1.1 nm, 
Supplementary Fig. 29). Nevertheless, when compared with other 
reported semiconducting films fabricated by roll-to-roll printing, 
the performance of the printed aligned CONPHINE film is still 
among the highest (Supplementary Table 6).

In summary, the physical nanoconfinement effect and SS fab-
rication with a patterned microtrench blade were used to simulta-
neously achieve both enhanced chain dynamics10 and multi-scale 
morphological order for conjugated polymers, and therefore 
imparted greatly improved stretchability as well as substantially 
enhanced electrical performance. This processing approach is 
expected to benefit the development of stretchable semiconductors 
towards high-performance, low-cost and mass-produced stretch-
able skin-like electronics.
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Methods
Materials. Polymer poly(tetrathienoacene–diketopyrrolopyrrole) was provided 
by Corning Incorporated. The conjugated polymers DPPDTSE, poly[(5,6-
difluoro2,1,3-benzothiadiazol-4,7-diyl)-alt-(3,3‴-di(2-decyltetradecyl)− 
2,2′;5′,2″;5″,2‴-quaterthiophen-5,5‴-diyl)]32, poly[2,5-bis(4-decyltetradecyl)
pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-(2 H,5 H)-dione-(E)−1,2-di(2,2′-bithiophen-5-yl)
ethene]10 and poly[(2,5-di(5-decyl-1-pentadecyl)−3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)
pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4(2 H,5 H)-dione)-alt-((E)−1,2-di(thiophen-2-yl)ethane)]10 
were synthesized via reported methods. The number-averaged molecular weight, 
weight-averaged molecular weight and polydispersity index of these polymers 
were measured using high-temperature size exclusion chromatography performed 
at 200 °C with 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as the solvent on a Tosoh high-temperature 
EcoSEC equipped with a single TSKgel gel permeation chromatography column 
(GMHHR-H; 300 mm × 7.8 mm) calibrated with monodisperse polystyrene 
standards. The molecular weights and polydispersity indices of these polymers 
are shown in Supplementary Table 1. SEBS (H1221 with volume fraction of 
poly(ethylene-co-butylene) 88%, H1062 with volume fraction of poly(ethylene-
co-butylene) 82% and H1052 with volume fraction of poly(ethylene-co-butylene) 
80%) was provided by Asahi Kasei. SEBS H1221 is used in the CONPHINE film 
system. SEBS H1052 is only used as the dielectric layer and SEBS H1062 is used 
for elastomer substrate and encapsulation layer preparation in fully stretchable 
devices. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was prepared 
at a ratio of 12:1 (base:cross-linker, w:w) and cured at 70 °C for 1 h for use in the 
lamination and as the stretching substrate. Dextran, OTS and all the solvents, such 
as chlorobenzene, toluene and trichloroethylene, were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received.

Thin-film preparation and characterization. Blade fabrication. A silicon mould 
was prepared first by patterning a photoresist mask with a Cr masking layer on top 
of a silicon wafer using standard photolithography, followed by dry ion etching 
(PlasmaTherm-DSE). There were three etching steps: (1) treating for 2.5 s with 
10 V bias voltage at 2,000 W in a C4F8 and Ar (150/30 flow speed) environment at 
a pressure of 25 mTorr; (2) treating for 1.5 s with 250 V bias voltage at 2,000 W in 
an SF6 and Ar (150/30 flow speed) environment at 40 mTorr; (3) treating for 3.0 s 
with 10 V bias voltage at 3,000 W in an SF6 and Ar mixture (300/30 flow speed) 
environment at 75 mTorr. The silicon was etched by 20–25 μm and then acetone 
was used to remove the photoresist layer. The blade was then treated with oxygen 
plasma for 3 min at 150 W and immersed in a 0.1 vol.% OTS/trichloroethylene 
solution for 20 min at room temperature. After sonicating with toluene for 10 min, 
the wafer was dried with nitrogen.

Substrate preparation. The bare Si or doped Si wafers with a SiO2 dielectric 
(300 nm) were treated by a method published previously to form a highly 
hydrophobic crystalline OTS monolayer on the surfaces33. The wafers were cut 
into pieces (1.5 cm × 3 cm). Then a PDMS stamp (1.2 cm × 2.5 cm) was laminated 
on the middle area of the substrate to protect the OTS layer. Oxygen plasma 
(150 W, 200 mTorr of O2 for 5 s) was used to remove the exposed OTS at the 
edges of the substrate in order to facilitate a more stable meniscus during coating. 
After removing the PDMS stamps and cleaning with toluene, the edge-etched 
OTS-modified substrates were ready for film shearing or electrode deposition. 
The modified bare Si was used as substrates for the GIXD characterization while 
modified Si/SiOx was used as substrates for preparing devices.

Semiconducting film preparation. The polymer solutions for the SS (30 mg ml−1) and 
SC (10 mg ml−1) CONPHINE semiconducting films were prepared by dissolving 
the conjugated polymers and SEBS at a weight ratio of 3:7 in chlorobenzene at 
90 °C for 1 h. Neat conjugated-polymer solutions of 20 mg ml−1 and 10 mg ml−1 
were used to prepare the SS- and SC-neat films. Before shearing, the substrate 
was placed on a heating plate (50 °C) with the shearing blade tilted at 8° from the 
horizontal. Solution shearing was performed at coating speeds ranging from 0.5 to 
10 mm s−1, with a gap size set the same as the height of the microstructures on the 
shearing blades. For the unstructured flat blades, the gap was set to 20 μm (equal 
to the height of both pillars and trenches). A side camera was used to adjust the 
gap. For each shearing process, 3 μl cm−2 of solution was injected into the gap with 
a micropipette. The SC films were spin coated at 1,000 r.p.m. for 1 min. Both the SS 
and SC films were annealed inside a nitrogen glove box at 150 °C for 1 h.

Morphology characterization. Optical images of the films were taken with a cross-
polarized optical microscope (Leica DM4000M). The AFM images were obtained 
with tapping-mode AFM using a Multimode Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments/
Veeco Metrology Group). Thickness measurements were made using AFM.  

The thicknesses of the SS film solution sheared at 3 mm s−1 and all of the SC films are 
between 100 and 130 nm. The thicknesses of SS-CONPHINE films prepared at other 
speeds are summarized in Supplementary Fig. 5B. Ultraviolet–visible spectra were 
measured with an Agilent Cary 6000i UV/vis/NIR spectroscope, which was equipped 
with a rotational polarizer to measure the absorption intensity with the polarization 
parallel and perpendicular to the shearing/stretching directions. GIXD images in 
Fig. 1g and Supplementary Fig. 10 were collected in a helium atmosphere in the 
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light Source at beamlines 11-3 and 7-2 with beam 
energies of 12.7 keV and 14 keV, respectively. The X-ray incidence angle was 0.12°. 
Numerical integration of the diffraction peak areas was performed using WxDiff. 
XPS measurements were made on a PHI VersaProbe 3 XPS microprobe. Sputtering 
was carried out at 5 kV and 20 nA with an Ar 2,500+ gas cluster ion beam gun.

Electrical characterization. The initial electrical characterization was performed 
on bottom-gate, bottom-contact field effect transistors fabricated by directly 
solution shearing (spin coating) semiconducting films on top of a rigid device 
stack (40 nm Au source and drain electrodes on OTS-modified 300 nm SiO2/Si). 
The channel length and width are 200 μm and 4 mm, respectively. The capacitance 
of the dielectric layer is 11.5 nF cm−2. The fabricated devices were stored under 
vacuum and tested using a probe station in an ambient environment connected to 
a Keithley 4200 analyser.

The temperature-dependent field effect transistor characteristics of 
semiconducting films were measured in a cryostat. Here, the mobility was 
measured in the linear regime under low drain–source voltage (−6 V), which was 
assumed to yield a uniform electric field strength along the channel and minimize 
any effects of heating on our result34.

Fully stretchable devices were prepared as bottom-gate, bottom-contact device 
structures according to our previously reported method10. The channel length and 
width are 200 μm and 4 mm, respectively. The capacitance of the dielectric layer 
was measured as 1.5 nF cm−2. All the electrical characteristics of the devices were 
measured with a Keithley 4200 analyser in an ambient environment. The mobility 
of semiconducting films was calculated with measured device geometry and 
dielectric capacitance under strain (Supplementary Table 2).

Roll-to-roll fabrication and characterization. First, the PET substrate was 
treated with oxygen (150 W, 200 mTorr of O2 for 2 min) to ensure good wettability. 
Then a solution of 10 wt% Dextran in H2O was coated on the PET substrate 
by a continuous roll-to-roll coating process at a speed of 6 mm s−1 using a flat, 
unpatterned shearing blade. The gap distance here was set at around 50 µm. The 
semiconducting layer was then roll-to-roll coated on the top of the dried Dextran 
layer with a microtrench-structured shearing blade at a speed of 3 mm s−1. Here, 
the gap of the microtrench blade and the PET substrate was set to the height 
of the trench. The semiconductor ink (25 mg ml−1) was prepared by dissolving 
DPPDTSE and SEBS with a weight ratio of 3:7 in chlorobenzene at 90 °C for 1 h. 
The Dextran or semiconductor ink was fed through a PTFE tube with a 0.5 mm 
inner diameter by a syringe pump. The PET substrate was heated to 50 °C during 
the roll-to-roll printing process. A magnetic tension controller was coupled to the 
feeding roll and used to control the flatness of the PET substrate. After printing, 
the samples were annealed at 150 °C for 1 h under nitrogen. By soaking in water, 
the printed semiconductor layer could be easily transferred from the PET substrate 
to either a PDMS stamp for morphology characterization or a stretchable device 
stack (bottom-gate, bottom-contact device structure, source and drain electrodes 
CNTs, dielectric SEBS, gate electrodes CNTs) for electrical performance testing 
(channel length 200 μm; channel width 4 mm; dielectric capacitance 1.5 nF cm−2). 
The mobility of the semiconducting films was calculated with measured device 
geometry and dielectric capacitance under strain10.

Data availability
The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this study are available 
within the paper and its Supplementary Information. Other supporting data are 
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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